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Pat Malan N7PAT and Ted Cowan NA7C of ARRL visit the August monthly
meeting to present us with the ARRL Special Service Club award for “going
the extra mile and being the face of ham radio in your community” in behalf of Mike Walters W8ZY, the ARRL Field Services Manager. Noji Ratzlaff
KNØJI was there to receive it in behalf of the club.
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Club meetings
Recap

August 2022 club meeting ‒ Grounding and Bonding

We were honored to have Tim Duffy K3LR of DX Engineering fame, present a terrific show on
grounding and bonding via Zoom. At first, we weren’t sure whether we could figure out the
technical A/V issues we encountered, until Taylor Foote KI7SHU stepped in and saved the day
using his smartphone. Tim gave us quite a lot of common-sense as well as many little-known
tips on grounding, including safety grounding and RF grounding.

September 2022 club meeting ‒ Election Night and Solar Power

The first Thursday in September is our annual elections, and there was only one change.
Michele Costello KI7HBP was elected our new Activities Coordinator, replacing Wendy Shoop
KW3NDY, who is moving, and who’s performed a remarkable job in that role. We’re so grateful
to Wendy for all she’s done for us, and congratulate Michele on her new job!
Following the election, Noji Ratzlaff KNØJI presented us with a lesson on Solar Power, including
what kinds of panels you can use, charge controller types, battery types and sizes, and how to
calculate your solar needs. The PPT of the presentation can be found here and the video here.
By the way, many of our past meetings are recorded and posted on the club YouTube channel.
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Silent Key
Memorial for a ham who has passed on

Scot Van Uitert, KD7CQN
Work-mate, friend, and fellow ham Scot Van Uitert
KD7CQN lost his battle to cancer on 15 August 2022.
You will rarely find a gentler, kinder, yet harderworking and more diligent person.
A few highlights from his obituary:
• Scot was born in Seattle, and graduated from Orem
High School.
• Scot served in the US Air Force loading ammunition
and missiles onto fighter jets in the 8th Fighter
Squadron at Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico.
• He worked at WordPerfect, Novell, Control4, and
Snap1 as a software engineer.
• Scot served in the Mt. Timpanogos Temple for the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, as well
as in a number of other church callings. He was
eventually called as Stake Emergency Preparedness Coordinator, during which time he decided to obtain his ham radio license.
• Scot was a handyman of many broken things, whether they be automotive, household, or
emotional.
• As his family can attest, he was dedicated to his family, and in spite of other interests or
expertise, his number one priority has
always been his family.

Scot leaves behind his wife Karen, six children, and
ten grandchildren. He and his father Tony have been
with UVARC since nearly its start, and although neither are chatty hams, you might have had the pleasure of speaking with Scot at times on one of our repeaters.
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My Shack
Highlighting the shack (ham equipment and room) of a member, to
give others an idea of the possibilities that might work for them

Mark Conrad, W1CON
My first exposure to amateur radio,
so to speak, was at age 14 or 15. I
had gotten a portable crystal radio
set, the size of a pack of cigarettes,
an ear piece, and a wire with an alligator clip. I discovered that if I attach the alligator clip to the metal
lamp on my night stand, I could pick
up WHK radio. Kool, I thought! Now,
to experiment with this metal thing
and that metal thing. Double Kool!
One day, I spread the alligator clip
and connected it to the two ports of
an electrical outlet. After the smoke
and tingling feeling on the burnt
ends of the alligator clip settled, I
remember my grandmother yelling, "Markie what did you do?!?"

Fast forward to 2000, my younger brother Jack got me to attend a 1-day ham study class, and
we got our tickets. Two years later, we both got our Generals on a Saturday. 2014 found me
living and working in Alice Springs NT, Australia, and I used EchoLink to check in to the 76ers
Net on Thursday morning, only 17 hours later. While there, I used my time and studied for 6
months. Two weeks after I returned home to the US, I took the Extra class test and passed it
with a 90%. Thanks to the ARRL books, Dave Casler
YouTube productions, and Richard's HamStudy. BTW in
Australia, I'm official: $45 bucks Aussie, a copy of your
Visa and American license, and for a year, I became
VK8CON of the NT.
My favorite frequencies are in the WIN system of California, starting when the shaking and rocking happened on the San Andreas Fault. The WIN system lit up
and everyone had traffic. At 11 pm it was the Insomniac
Net.
I started working HF with a Kenwood TS-440S, but my
biggest excitement was when I built a 20-40-80 wire,
10" by 12" sheet of plexiglass, and 26-gauge wire, total
ugly antenna contest material. I hoisted it up 20 feet on
a painter's pole and started working the bands. CQ, CQ,
CQ, and in San Jose, California, I got a response from
NORWAY...11,000 miles! Wave propagation fascinates
me. Although I'm an Extra, I'm still a novice, and it fascinates me. 90 feet of wire, one end hooked to a tree
trunk and the other end tied off on my truck's tow hitch.
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My Shack
continued

For thirty years, I used radios professionally. As a
San Jose Policeman, I always had a hand pack with
me and a discone attached to the house. Throughout my various assignments, I set up body wires,
bait cars, bird-dog trackers and I was the lead trainer for the LoJack anti-vehicle theft program.
Today, I own 2 Yaesu VX-8 and 3 Baofeng HTs. I always have an HT with me in the car, and a Yaesu FT
-8800R mobile programmed for Utah County, SL
County, Intermountain Intertie, Sinbad, and Arizona. The Mancave has a Yaesu FT-8900R, and for HF
work I now use a Yaesu FT-891 with three antennas
attached: a Comet dual band, a Hustler 6-BTV, and
a scanner discone. One day I'll get permission to
punch a hole into the house and set up a radio room
in the basement, but I'm not holding my breath. My
wife has no desire to get a license; in fact, she has
told me that, on my passing, a 12-cubic-yard dumpster will magically appear, and the Mancave will be
converted into a She-shed. Sooo, keep an eye on the
Obits, and make certain you give her a fair price for
my treasures or trash.

Meanwhile, I enjoy trying
to build stuff that I find
online.
— 73, W1CON
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Amateurs in Action
Recounts of ham radio operators who have used their time and
skills to help others in a time of need

Tooele chopper down
November 2015 rolled around, and it was
time to perform some routine maintenance, and check on the battery of the
amateur radio repeater on Flat Top Mountain, in the Oquirrh Mountains near
Ophir. Tuesday the 17th looked like a
good day for the two-man helicopter
team for a run, and around 8:30 am they
took off to get it done. The pilot was
Spike Kinghorn of Classic Aviation, and
he was accompanied by Dave Williams
WA7GIE, a former TCEM (Tooele County
Emergency Management) employee.
The maintenance check was scheduled to Andy Tanner KD7DBB at the TCEM control room
last all of ten minutes, and upon landing
on the mountain, the pilot didn't even turn off the engine. It wasn't long before ice began
building on the rotors, however, and freeze-warning alarms started going off, so Spike shut
the chopper down. He and Dave tried to knock the ice off the rotors, and restarted the engine
several times, but were unsuccessful at getting the chopper to take off.
Dave attempted to get hold of Andy Tanner KD7DBB, Communication Technician for TCEM, by
cell phone, but the contact was so spotty they turned to ham radio. After discussing the situation, the two decided it would be best to request the help of Tooele County SAR (Search and
Rescue). Andy then drove in from Salt Lake City to meet up with the SAR team, but remained at
base to coordinate the effort. Dave kept in touch with rescuers through his ham radio HT while
he and Spike sought shelter in the helicopter. Andy later said the temperature only partway to
the peak was already 10 degrees, and that it was likely below zero on the peak.
The SAR team started a risky night-time hike with supplies to the summit. Andy relayed periodic messages from Dave to his family, but kept radio contact at a minimum, to conserve precious battery life. The two-person team reached the
chopper at the summit just as Dave's radio gave out.
A helicopter from Vernal was dispatched to attempt
a rescue, but the fog was too thick for it to land at
first. A second attempt did the trick, and the rescue
took place Wednesday around 2:30 am.
The pair had spent over 18 hours on the mountain.
...ham radio had a humongous effect on [the rescue],
Andy later said. We would have had no idea they
were even there, really. He added, ...they very well
could have died.
Tooele County SAR, grouping
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You can read more about this story on Tooele Online
and on KUTV 2News.

New Hams and
Upgrades
New hams
KK7HPZ = Nathan Webb
KK7HZX = Matthew Williams

KK7ICD = Anthony King
KK7IIZ = Nicolas Adamson
KK7IJD = Marshall Garey
KK7IJN = Michael Harvey
KK7IJO = Danette Randall
KK7IKB = Dave Allred

Upgraded hams
KD7GOO = Joshua Galvez (General)
WA7UWU = Brianna Cluck (General)
KF9BOB = Bob Buckner (Extra)
KØDIN = Brent Butler (Extra)

Congratulations to all these diligent folks! We look forward to hearing you
on the radio soon.
7
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Events
Upcoming happenings

DIY Night
Our November 2022 club meeting will be our annual DIY (do-it-yourself) night, where you can
learn (or help teach!) a skill or concept to club members. This one will be held at the Orem
Senior Friendship Center, 93 N 400 E starting 6:30 pm. Come learn about soldering, installing
a connector, using Anderson Powerpoles, how to apply heat shrink, how to program a radio,
how to set up your own mini-repeater, how to analyze an antenna, and more. More as we get
closer.
If you’d like to showcase a concept, please let one of the club leadership know. We’ll give you
a half-table to set up your demo and poster board or literature!

2022 Annual Christmas Potluck
Set aside the night of Thursday December 1st from 6:00 pm, for the biggest potluck of the
year, at the Orem Senior Friendship Center, 93 N 400 E. We'll announce a sign-up sheet later.
Santa said he's planning to be there to sample our goodies, so bring your little ones, to get
photographed with Jolly ol' St. Nick himself. Seconds for those who get their photo taken on
his lap. We'll also have tables set up in back for you to show off your latest projects. More details to come.

76ers Santa Net
The 76ers Santa Net tradition continues! The revered and long-anticipated net will take place
on Friday December 23 and Saturday December 24, at 6:00 pm on the 146.760 MHz repeater.
Open to anybody, young or small, who wants to talk with Santa, but there must be at least one
person at your station who is licensed. To participate, simply bring your little ones to the radio, have them announce your call sign into the microphone when Santa asks for them, and
when Santa calls for them, they can talk away at will. When they’re done, they can say Thanks,
give your call sign, and turn it back to Santa. No need for you to say anything, or intervene in
any way, unless they’re too young to do or say some of that.

Winter Field Day 2023
The Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club is planning to participate in Winter Field Day 2023 at the
Lindon Marina, and all are invited. We'll be setting up our station as early as Friday January 27,
but we’ll actually be on the air, calling CQ Field Day! from noon Saturday January 28 through
noon Sunday.
We'll need help setting up antennas, radios, and other parts of our three stations starting early
Saturday morning. Afterwards, we'll need help taking it all down Sunday right at noon too.
Please bring gloves. The club will provide dinner in the form of pizza and soft drinks between
5 pm and 6 pm Saturday January 28 inside or next to one of the trailers. All hams and their
families are welcome to join the fun! This might be your opportunity to get on the air and
make your first HF contact, even if you have no license. This is the link to the location. And this
is the link to our Winter Field Day information page.
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Brass Tacks
An in-depth look at a radio-related topic

Resistors
The three most fundamental passive electronic
components are resistors, inductors, and capacitors. This basic discussion focuses on the
resistor, and explains the function and purposes of this simple but important device and
how it’s used in circuits. The hope is to give
you a high-level understanding of it without
drowning you in excessive detail.
One property shared by resistors, inductors, and capacitors is their ability to oppose current
flow in a circuit. This flow opposition is not a decrease in current speed, but a decrease in
current volume, meaning number of charges being allowed to pass through it per second. A
resistor opposes the flow of electrical current proportional to the voltage across it. With resistors, the opposition to current flow occurs because of resistance, but with inductors and capacitors, the opposition to current flow occurs due to reactance, which depends on the frequency of the current. In short,
•

an inductor increases its opposition to current flow as the current’s frequency increases

•

a capacitor decreases its opposition to current flow as the current’s frequency increases

•

a resistor maintains its opposition to current flow, regardless of frequency.

An interesting discussion also follows about what effect they have on circuits where they’re
used in multiples with each other or in combination with the other components. For now, let’s
explore the resistor, and save the discussion of the other two for another article.

Resistance
A resistor is a passive two-terminal electrical component
Resistor symbol
that opposes current flow without regard to frequency,
and is perhaps the most commonly used of all electronic
components. Each discrete resistor possesses a pre-set
amount of resistance (measured in ohms, symbol Ω) determined by its material composition,
and whose nominal value is typically marked on the resistor itself by numerals or color bands.
In spite of temperature and other environmental factors, the resistance value of each correctly
functioning resistor does not vary outside its tolerance limits, often also marked on the resistor. As will be discussed, the primary purpose of a resistor is to drop voltage.
Many of today's single resistors are made from finely powdered carbon mixed with powdered
ceramic ("graphite paste"), held together by a resin. The ratio of the carbon to ceramic material
determines the resistance value. Other resistor types include those made from metal oxide,
metal film, and carbon film, each with advantages over the others.
If you examine water flowing in a creek, you'll notice right away that obstructions in the creek
bed cause the water to reduce its flow downstream. If you want the flow to remain the same
through the obstructions, you need to increase the volume of water before the obstructions. In
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Brass Tacks
continued

an electrical circuit, the higher the resistance, the less current can flow through it for a given
amount of voltage pressure. To force the same amount of current through a higher resistance,
you must raise the voltage across (between the two sides of) the resistor to compensate. This
results in a relationship known as Ohm’s Law, which, in its simplest form, is

V=IxR
or the voltage across a resistor is equal to the current through it times its resistance value.
As a side note, even though obstructions in the creek reduced the water flow, it did not
change its speed, because speed is dependent on gravity, an outside influence, which is constant. What did change is the amount (volume) of water passing through the obstructions per
second. By the same token, resistance doesn’t reduce the speed of electrons in the circuit, but
reduces the amount of electrons going through the resistor per second, because the speed is
dependent on free-space permeability and permittivity, a pair of constant outside influences.
This amount of electrons per second is measured in amperes (A).

Resistor combinations
Sometimes it’s handy or necessary to combine resistors to arrive at a desired value of resistance. For example, if your circuit needs a 40-ohm resistor, you might find that most stores
don’t stock resistors of that value. Instead, you can combine two resistors to arrive at the value you need. If you connect two resistors in series, the values add up to the total. If you connect them in parallel, the resulting value is less than either of the values, and in fact is their
product divided by their sum.
For example, you can connect a 10-ohm resistor in series with a 30-ohm resistor, both of
which are fairly common values, and they add up to the 40 ohms needed. If you wanted to
place two resistors in parallel, you would need to find two values that satisfies this equation:

It turns out that resistors of values R1 = 62 ohms and R2 = 110 ohms in parallel come very
close to creating an RT resistance of 40-ohms. (By the way, if R1 and R2 happen to be the same
value, RT is simply R1 ÷ 2, as used in the next example.)
In the circuit to the right, how much current is flowing
out of the battery? First, combine the parallel resistances of R5 and R6, which is 4 Ω ÷ 2 = 2 Ω. That is
now in series with R4, making 2 Ω + 10 Ω = 12 Ω. R2
and R3 are in series, so their total is 4 Ω + 8 Ω = 12 Ω,
and that is in parallel with the previous 12 Ω from R4,
R5, and R6, making the total so far 12 Ω ÷ 2 = 6 Ω. Finally, 6 Ω + 4 Ω from R1 makes 10 Ω total resistance
of the entire network. From that, the current flowing
out of the battery is 5 V ÷ 10 Ω = 0.5 A.

10
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Brass Tacks
continued

The voltage divider and KVL
Resistors can play a large role in converting a voltage value to
one of a lesser value. Consider the circuit schematic to the
right, with the resistors R1 and R2 in series, and the battery VT
across the series pair. To the battery, both resistors can appear as a single resistance (R1 + R2), and Ohm's Law provides
that the total series current through both resistors is

Since the same current IT is flowing through both resistors, the
voltage across only R2 is IT x R2, or

But this also means the voltage across only R1 is IT x R1, or

This circuit is known as a voltage divider, because it divides the original battery voltage into
two separate voltages, in our case VR1 and VR2.
An electrical principle known as KVL (Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law) states that all voltages in a circuit loop in one direction add up to zero volts. In our example, that means both of the voltages across the resistor add up to the source voltage. To prove that, add up the two voltages.

Since we know that VR1 + VR2 = VT, subtract VT from both sides, we have VR1 + VR2 ‒ VT = 0 V,
verifying KVL.
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Brass Tacks
continued

Color code
Discrete resistors (single components by themselves) are often marked with colored bands
that indicate their nominal resistance values. The resistor color code provides a standardized
way of reading and interpreting component values and properties, primarily for resistors, but
also applies to some other component types as well. Essentially, it consists of three bands at
minimum, two for the most significant digits, and one for the multiplier. The colors are defined as follows:
Black

0

Green

5

Brown

1

Blue

6

Red

2

Violet

7

Orange

3

Gray

8

Yellow

4

White

9

For example, a resistor with bands colored yellow-violet-red (on the right) has a value of 4 and
7, followed by 2 zeroes, making it a 4700-ohm, or 4.7 kΩ resistor. Many manufacturers will
add a fourth band, which represents the resistor value tolerance, gold for 5%, silver for 10%,
and none for 20%. So, the resistor in this example measures 4.7 kΩ, ±5%.

Wattage
One of the most important considerations when calculating a resistor circuit is the wattage, or
the amount of power it needs to dissipate as a result of the voltage it drops. Back in our voltage divider example, if VT is 15 VDC, R1 is 10 Ω, and R2 is 20 Ω, then

The power dissipated by each resistor is defined by P = I x V = I x I x R = I2R; therefore,

If R1 is rated at less than 2.5 watts or R2 is rated at less than 5 watts,
your under-rated resistor could burn up in this circuit. In fact, it’s often good engineering practice to use resistors that have a wattage
rating of twice the maximum calculated power demand.
Combining a couple of principles, if you don’t have a (2.5 W x 2 =) 5-watt, 10 Ωresistor handy,
you can use two 2.5-watt 20 Ω resistors in parallel. This will allow half the current to flow in
each resistor, reducing the power dissipation of each resistor by half.
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Brass Tacks
continued

Variable resistor
Just as there are resistors that have fixed values, there are also resistors that can be adjusted within a range of resistances. Perhaps the
most common type of variable resistor is called a potentiometer, and
many of these are variable by means of a rotating contact controlled
by a knob, like in an audio volume control. Some are slide-operated,
like a light dimmer or graphic equalizer control.
Each presents a constant resistance between the terminals spaced
farthest apart, while the middle terminal allows for the variable resistance between it and either of the end terminals.

Other resistor applications
Resistors have uses beyond what has been discussed. Here are a few more examples of applications, in which resistors play important roles:
•

LED current control

An LED (light-emitting diode) is indeed a diode, meaning that, when installed in forward-bias
(so that current can flow through it) direction, it behaves almost like a short circuit. To limit
the current through an LED, you should always connect a resistor between the diode and the
supply voltage, and calculating the current-limiting (sometimes called ballast) resistor is easy.
Like most diodes, an LED exhibits a voltage drop, known as the forward voltage, and that
must be taken into account when calculating the current-limiting resistor value. The difference
between the supply (VS) and LED forward voltage (VLED), divided by the LED rated current (ILED)
will give you the ideal resistor value. For example, if the diode is listed
at 3.0 V forward voltage with a 20 mA operating current, and you
need to use it in a 12-volt circuit, then your ideal resistor value will be

•

Wrist strap

Many technicians and hobbyists are aware of the damage that ESD
(electrostatic discharge) from their bodies can inflict on sensitive
electronics. To drain this static buildup, the worker will often wear
a wrist strap, which electrically connects his/her body to ground
by means of a resistor large enough to permit the static to drain
gradually, often around 1 MΩ (1 meg-ohms, or one million ohms.)
The other end of the wrist strap is connected to an anti-static mat
or directly to a ground of some sort, such as the ground pin of a
three-prong outlet or an installed workbench ground.
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Brass Tacks
continued

•

Time constant

The current through an inductor cannot change instantly, and the voltage across a capacitor
cannot change instantly. The rise and fall times of either of these quantities can be controlled
by a resistor, which, together with the component’s property (inductance or capacitance), establishes what’s known as its time constant. The time constant is the amount of time a signal
(voltage or current) drops from a steady level to 1/e (about 36.8%) of the starting amount, or
rises from a steady level to 1 ‒ 1/e (about 63.2%) of the starting amount, the letter e being
Euler’s number (the base of natural logarithms), about 2.7183.
One time constant (often denoted by the Greek letter τ) is defined as RC or L/R, depending on
whether the component accompanying the resistor is a capacitor or an inductor, respectively,
and is measured in seconds. Thus, if a 500 µF capacitor has a steady voltage of 10 V across it,
and it’s accompanied by a 470 Ω resistor, then the capacitor’s voltage will drop to 36.8% of 10
V (10 V x 0.368 = 3.68 V) in

τ = RC = 470 Ω x 500 µF = 0.235 seconds.
One important effect of the time constant is the determination of a filter’s bandwidth, if the
filter is constructed from inductors and/or capacitors. The calculation is

for each point on the frequency domain where the filter output signal is one-half the power
level of that on the input, because –3 dB represents a half-power drop. Then, the filter bandwidth is the difference between two of those points.
•

Op-amp amplification control

An op-amp (operational amplifier) is a compact circuit of complex analog micro-electronics that can
perform a variety of functions, including that of an
oscillator, active filter, detector, voltage follower,
comparator, and yes, amplifier. If an op-amp is
wired with a resistor (Rf for feedback resistor) connecting the output to the negative input, it functions as an amplifier. In fact, in the diagram to the
right, the output voltage (Vout) is related to the input
voltage (Vin) by ‒ Rf/Rin, known as its gain:

Summary
The ubiquitous resistor is perhaps the most common of all electronic components. It can be
used to divide voltages, limit current, and control the rise-and-fall times of a passive filter
component and the gain of an operational amplifier. Ohm’s Law is useful for calculating resistor values in circuits, including the power dissipation.
Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Dear Annette
What’s on your mind? Serious, humorous, technical, and thoughtful answers to your deepest, (mostly) ham-related questions.

Dear Annette:

Dear Annette:

I’ve been testing several 2-meter handheld
radio antennas with my NanoVNA, and seeing
wild results, such as good SWR on part of the
band, but really high on another portion.
These antennas (Nagoya 771, Signal Stick,
Smiley) are not generic cheap-o stuff, but
ones that come highly recommended by
many operators. How is it that they don’t
seem to show good results on my NanoVNA,
even after calibration?

Can we use our preferred name on our license instead of our legal name? I have a
friend who never uses her legal name, and
wants her license to show her preferred
name. Is that permitted?

Mike in Toronto

Gloria in Pleasant Grove
Dear Gloria:
Yes, you are permitted to use your preferred
name instead of your legal name on your amateur radio license. After all, I do.

Dear Mike:
Welcome to Utah! It’s difficult to test many of
today’s HT antennas using a conventional
analyzer and obtain meaningful results.
Those store-bought antennas are designed
based upon frequency, bandwidth, power,
target service, amount of metal frame in the
radio, and proximity to the user. Most are
tested at the factory in a controlled test environment using specifically designed test
equipment. If you’re interested in examining
and comparing the performance characteristics of those HT antennas, I recommend you
look through their manufacturer data sheets.

Dear Annette:
Will a tuner act as a type of filter, to help remove harmonics sent to the antenna by the
radio by “tuning out” the harmonics?

Sanguin in Orem
Dear Sanguin:
Great question! Yes, your tuner can function
just like a band-pass filter for the frequency
range you’ve tuned it for. Keep in mind that
most tuners are not narrow enough to tune
out all nearby noisy or interfering signals on
the same band, only signals outside the band
you’re tuned on.

Dear Annette:
Should I place my SWR meter between my radio and my tuner, or between my tuner and
my antenna, and why?

George in Tooele
Dear George:
Inserting an SWR meter between your tuner
and your antenna will measure the reflection
from your antenna, which can deceive you
into believing your tuner is ineffective. Inserting it between your transceiver and your tuner will measure the reflection from your tuner, and will show you when the tuner is adjusted properly.
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Dear Annette:
If I installed my antenna in my roof, will my
rain-covered roof affect my signal?
Carl in Orem
Dear Carl:
Yes, a rain-soaked roof can affect your signal,
VHF and UHF a little more than HF, but usually unnoticeably at that.
Got a question for Dear Annette? Email it to
uvarcshack@gmail.com and include your
town name. Sorry, no guarantees.

The Amateur in You, Part 1
What have you been pondering?

Indoor antennas
We’ve learned from experience that using an
HT (handheld transceiver) inside the house
can make it difficult for others to hear our
transmissions, even if theirs are coming in
clearly. This prompts us to get our antennas
outdoors, but walking outside in triple-digit
heat or freezing temperatures can dampen
one’s amateur radio enjoyment rather quickly. So, it seems the best thing to do is to install a rooftop antenna.
It turns out that many of us aren’t able to install a rooftop or other outdoor antenna, for
one reason or another. Some of us live in antenna-restricted neighborhoods, like HOAs.
Some have family members who would rather
not see an antenna mounted outside their
homes at all. For these good folks, getting a
good signal out to another station could be
challenging, but there are solutions.

Handheld antennas
Replace your rubber duck (stock antenna)
with a Nagoya whip, a Signal Stick, or a telescopic Smiley. Depending on your location,
you might just find that’s all you need. For
most of us, however, we typically need something a little better when operating inside our
homes.

Mobile antennas
Place your magnetically mounted mobile antenna on a metal filing cabinet or refrigerator
to really improve your signal. Or install a hole
-mount NMO antenna on a cookie sheet,
which will allow you to transmit from many
places in your home, as you take your pan
with you while moving around.

Rooftop antennas inside
Connect your HT to a Pockrus J-pole by coax,
then lean the antenna against a sliding glass
door or tall window. Because of the high-
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performing antenna alone, your contacts
might be fooled into believing your antenna
is way up on your roof.

Attic VHF antennas
Install a Pockrus J-pole, Ed Fong antenna, or
even an N9TAX roll-up J-pole in your attic,
permanently or otherwise. While not as high
up as a rooftop antenna, it can often be higher than most things in your home. Be sure to
mount it several feet from ductwork, flashing,
metal siding, stucco, metal conduit, and electrical wires. If your roof is metal and your gabled ends are covered in stucco, your attic is
not likely your best location for an antenna.

HF antennas
If you plan to operate HF, you can still run an
antenna indoors, but depending on your
house, you might find yourself facing extra
difficulties. Many attics are too small to run a
long-wired dipole or end-fed antenna, but you
can still use them if you shorten them with
loading coils. Avoid looping the wire elements back on themselves, which will drastically alter the antenna feed point impedance.
The attic is probably not the best location for
a vertical HF antenna.
You might consider the use of a so-called
“magnetic loop” antenna, which tends to receive really well, although sometimes difficult
to tune for equally good transmissions. One
thing to watch out for is the high voltages on
the loop, generated by the tuning capacitor
near resonance, so keep it clear of children.
Finally, you can run an HF loop around the
ceiling along the walls if you have an older
home. If your home is newer or is a condominium or town home, looping a wire indoors
might not work as well for you. In any case,
be sure to install an RF choke on the coax
near the antenna feed point.

The Amateur in You, Part 2
What have you been pondering?

Setting up and operating FT8 on an Icom IC-7300

Many hams have asked how to set up and
operate FT8, and there are numerous videos,
web pages, and other helps on how to get
that done. Still, I felt it was worthwhile to create a written reference for the process, because enough people have asked for one that
included links, and walked the operator from
absolute start to making contacts.
But there’s a catch: this discussion should
ideally explain how to do this for any transceiver, but if I attempted that, this article
would have ended up being quite lengthy. So,
I’m going to focus on one, the Icom IC-7300,
which makes it easy because of its built-in
TNC / sound card. In fact, there are many
modern transceivers with this built-in device,
so it’s not unreasonable to expect that you
too might have one of them. I’ve written a
separate article for the Yaesu FT-991A.
One caveat I need to state is that, although
the links I’ve provided are valid at the time of
this writing, some of them point to retail locations that could change without much notice. Hopefully, I’ve described enough detail
to help you find the parts or the information
without their links. And speaking of details,
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this little guide will not explain every detail.

Gather the pieces
You’ll need to collect a few things, to set up
your FT8 station, starting with a computer
running Windows 7 or later. In this example,
I’m using my HP ProBook laptop running 64bit Microsoft Windows 10 Pro with 12 GB of
memory. I only provide this so you’ll know
what I’m using, not because you need to duplicate my exact setup.
Next, you’ll need an amateur station made
from an Icom IC-7300 transceiver, plus an
accompanying power supply, HF antenna, and
coaxial cable. The tuner is built into the
transceiver, so no need to get another.
Finally, you’ll need to purchase a high-quality
USB type B cable. An unshielded or otherwise
cheaply made USB cable can result in your
receiver signals mixing with harmonics, affectionately known as birdies. Also, not completely necessary, it’s a good idea to purchase a 32 GB SD card for your transceiver to
save settings, record logs, and other things.

The Amateur in You, Part 2
continued

Pair your computer with the transceiver
First, make sure your USB cable is recognized by both your computer and the IC-7300. Turn on
the IC-7300 and plug the USB type B end of the cable into the rear of the IC-7300. Next, turn

USB type B plug
on your computer, and once Windows is
USB port (socket) in the rear of
fully up and running, plug the other end
the IC-7300
of the cable into your computer USB port.
Press <Windows-x> on your keyboard. (While holding the Windows key, press x)

Click Device Manager. In the Device Manager window, click the little greater-than
sign (>) in front of “Ports (COM & LPT)” to
display the COM port numbers. The IC7300 should appear under the Ports list as
“Silicon Labs CP210x USB to UART Bridge”
or similar. If you see this line, but not in
the Ports (COM & LPT) list, you’ll need to
install the Icom IC-7300 USB driver. You
can download the driver from the Icom
Japan website.
Record (write down or remember) the COM
port number listed after the driver name.
In my case it’s COM8.
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The Amateur in You, Part 2
continued

Set up the transceiver
Ensure an antenna feed line (coaxial cable) is plugged into the antenna connector on the rear
of the IC-7300, and that the other end of the feed line is connected to an antenna. On the IC7300 press the MENU button, then tap SET, then Connectors. Leave most of the settings at
their defaults, which should be
•

ACC/USB Output Select = AF

•

ACC/USB Output Level = 50%

•

ACC/USB AF SQL = OFF (Open)

•

ACC/USB AF Beep/Speech… Output = OFF

•

ACC/USBIF Output Level = 50%

•

ACC MOD Level = 50%

•

USB MOD Level = 50%

•

DATA OFF MOD = MIC,ACC

Scroll down and tap DATA MOD, and select USB

Tap CI-V and ensure the following settings show
•

CI-V Baud Rate = 19200

•

CI-V Address = 94h

•

CI-V Transceive = ON

•

CI-V USB->Remote Transceive Address = 00h

•

CI-V Output (for ANT) = OFF

•

CI-V USB Port = Unlink from (REMOTE)

•

CI-V USB Baud Rate = 115200

•

CI-V USB Echo Back = ON

Tap the Return icon twice to return to the radio window:

Return icon
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The Amateur in You, Part 2
continued

Set up the software
Download and install WSJT-X for Windows from the WSJT-X website onto your computer. (The
page also contains the installation files for Linux and Mac.) Here is the online manual.
Open the WSJT-X software and click File, then Settings…, then click the General tab. Enter or
select the following settings:
◊ My Call: KNØJI (your call sign)

◊ IARU Region: Region 2

◊ My Grid: DN4ØDH (your six-character grid...click here to find yours)
In the Display and Behavior groups, you can leave the settings at default, or check these for
now, then modify them later, as you become familiar with the software:
◊ Blank line between decoding periods

◊ Double-click on call sets Tx enable

◊ Tx messages to Rx frequency window

◊ Disable Tx after sending 73

◊ Show DXCC, grid, and worked-before status

◊ Calling CQ forces Call 1st
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The Amateur in You, Part 2
continued

Click the Radio tab and set the following:
•

Rig: Icom IC-7300

•

Serial Port: (select the COM port displayed in Device Manager, COM8 in my case)

•

Baud Rate: 115200

•

Data Bits = Eight

•

Stop Bits = Two

•

Handshake = None

•

PTT Method = CAT

•

Mode = Data/Pkt

•

Split Operation = None

Click the Audio tab and select the following:
•

Input: Microphone (USB Audio CODEC )

•

Output: Speakers (USB Audio CODEC )
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The Amateur in You, Part 2
continued

Go back to the Radio tab and click the Test CAT button. If the button turns green, you’ve set
up everything successfully. If it doesn’t, or an error message is displayed, try going back and
ensuring the settings are as you see listed here. Click the Test PTT button, and the transceiver
will go into a test transmit. Click OK to save your settings and exit the Settings window.

On your computer, open the Control Panel, click Sound, then click the Recording tab. Click
the microphone associated with the USB Audio CODEC, then click Properties. Click the Levels
tab and ensure the slider is between 40 and 70, then click OK to exit.
Open your browser and download and install NetTime to ensure that your computer time is
synchronized with internet time, important to the software.

Making contacts
Open WSJT-X and connect with your transceiver. Click the Mode tab and select FT8. On your IC
-7300, select one of the following:
3.573 MHz (80 meters)

21.074 MHz (15 meters)

7.074 MHz (40 meters)

28.074 MHz (10 meters)

10.136 MHz (30 meters)

50.313 MHz (6 meters)

14.074 MHz (20 meters)

144.174 MHz (2 meters)

Once the WSJT-X window is up, it’ll display a graphical waterfall window and a dialog window.
The dialog window is split into the left (“Band Activity”) box and the right (“Rx Frequency”) box.
The left box displays everything that FT8 picks up (“decodes”), while the right box shows those
near your target frequency and those that include your call sign.
By the way, although the graphic waterfall window is fun and informative, it’s not necessary to
the initial setup of FT8, and so is not covered here, but is useful for knowing where to start
transmitting. Also, there are many useful and shortcut settings (colors, logging, frequencies,
etc.) in WSJT-X that I haven’t covered here.

WSJT-X showing several stations throwing out CQs
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The Amateur in You, Part 2
continued

When you see somebody calling CQ in the left box, double-click on that CQ line. The software
will make repeated attempts (displayed in the right box) to answer the CQ via your transceiver
by populating the list of standard messages, then sending the standard messages in the order listed. Upon receiving the “73” message from the other station, the software will stop making the contact attempts, send its own “73” message, and you’ve just completed a contact:

I double-clicked the CQ by VA2WBT in the left box; my attempt appears in the right box

VA2WBT finally acknowledged my reply to his CQ!

After exchanging signal reports, we send 73 to each other, and the QSO is over
When you want to change bands, simply tap the numeral to the left of the decimal point on the
IC-7300 screen, then select the new band. The software will automatically switch to the new
band. When you’re ready to quit FT8, click the Stop button on the WSJT-X dialogue window,
tap the USB-D button on the IC-7300 screen, then the DATA button on the screen. Tap the numeral to the left of the decimal point again, and the band again, to return to a voice mode. To
restart FT8, simply click the Mode tab in the software, then FT8.
Another fun and useful app you can install as an add-on to WSJT-X is JT Alert. It’s quite useful,
presents many logging options, and can audibly alert you to a potential contact. You can set
the software to alert you to a CQ from countries, prefixes, continents, grids, states, and even
call signs with which you might have been wanting to make a contact.
Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Hot Tips
Good info for the new ham, and old stuff to refresh
your memory

No need to always repeat your full call sign
There are times, especially when operating on
SSB (single sideband), that a station has a difficult time copying you, for whatever reason. He
might have heard your call sign prefix well,
but not the rest of it, for example. Does he
need to hear your entire call sign again, or just
the part he missed? The answer is, only the
part he said he missed, unless he specifically
asks for your full call sign again.

and that gives him the ammunition he needs
to piece together your call sign correctly:

keelo seven alfa bravo golf, QSL?
Now, you need to respond appropriately once
again. If you then repeat your call sign, he'll
be forced to start over, believing he still got
something wrong. If he got it right, the only
thing you should say is

roger, roger, QSL
Let's say your call sign is K7ABG, and the other station says
and nothing else.
keelo seven alfa something, what Your potential contact might ask for a missing
was the rest of your call?
numeral by saying
At that point, you have a choice. If you state
keelo question mark alfa bravo golf
your entire call sign, like
Your reply should be
keelo seven alfa bravo golf
seven, seven
then he'll be unsure, because he thought he
got the first part correctly, but now you're in- and if he still can't hear it, say
dicating that even the first part was wrong,
seven, seven, five six seven
because the protocol is to only repeat what
and that helps him once again to piece your
needs correcting. He believes he heard the
call sign together correctly, by giving him
first part of your call sign again, since it
some context.
matches what he had heard before, so he says
It's very possible that the other person is runkeelo seven alfa, what's the rest of
ning with a little power (meaning a lot of powyour call?
er), and is using a monster beam antenna, so
And if you give your full call sign again, he you're able to hear him really well. Psychologimight get a bit frustrated, and give up making cally, that situation tends to make us believe
the contact with you altogether, because he that he could hear us as well as we could hear
just couldn't hear you well enough to copy him. But the reason he's asking you to repeat
your entire call sign.
part of your call sign is because your signal is
To remedy this, only repeat the portion that difficult for him to copy you. By only repeating
your contact indicates is the problem. For what's asked of you, and not your full call
sign, you can prevent confusion and make
example, when he says
your exchange a little smoother and less fruskeelo seven alfa, what’s the rest of trating.
your call?
You can see a video about this from The
it's best to only say
DXCommander.
bravo golf, bravo golf, bravo golf
Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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DIY
Worthwhile projects you can build on your own

10-meter telescopic dipole antenna
With Solar Cycle 25 starting to come into full view, more and more hams are talking about 10
meters. And many among them are talking about POTA, SOTA, and other portable operations.
This 10-meter portable setup is quick and easy, requiring little in the way of assembly.

Parts list
Two MFJ-1974 telescopic whips

One MFJ-347 dipole mount

50 feet of RG-8X coaxial cable

One non-conductive broom handle

Assembly
The assembly is embarrassingly simple. Tighten each telescoping whip (in the retracted position) to one 3/8-24 stud on one side of the dipole mount. Repeat that on the other side.
To test this dipole assembly, I clamped the dipole mount onto a broom handle, then attached
the coax to the SO-239 antenna connector of the mount. I then slipped the broom handle into
one end of a fiberglass military pole, extended both telescoping whips fully, then added more
poles under that one, for a total of sixteen feet (four poles) high.
As you can see from the analyzer reading, the
results are good for 10 meters.
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Living in the Past
Historical perspective

Black Edison
While working aboard the steam engine Ironsides
for the Dayton and Southwestern Railroad in
1880, Granville Woods, the son of former slaves,
was fascinated by the communication technology
afforded by the telegraph. But he observed that
the communication was limited to permanent fixtures, and did not allow for messages between a
moving train and a station at either end. He
solved the problem with what he called the Synchronous Multiplex Railway Telegraph.
Later, Woods was inspired by the recent invention
of the telephone, and believed there must be a
faster way to send and receive messages on telegraph than by Morse code. He came up with what
he termed "telegraphony," a type of induction telegraph that carried voice over telegraph wires,
not unlike today’s induction loop detection of vehicles waiting at the stop light for the light to
change. While the idea proved successful, Granville eventually sold the rights of this invention to the American Bell Telephone Company so
that he could focus on the Railway Telegraph device, which proved hugely beneficial in preventing rail accidents by the enhanced communication.
Thomas Edison sued Granville Woods twice for the patent rights to his electric railway devices,
stating that he had created a similar telegraph device, but lost to Woods both times. Granville's
many inventions, and later the battle between the two inventors, humored some into referring
to Granville as the "Black Edison."
Growing up, Granville had little formal education, and didn't have much access to educational
material at local libraries, since he was forbidden to enter them due to his skin color. He was
therefore largely self-taught, but did manage to attend college for a couple of years. He became the first black mechanical engineer and first black electrical engineer in the US following
the Civil War.
As a result, Woods filed more than fifty patents, for things such as an automatic brake, a theater lighting controller (forerunner to today's dimmer switch), an egg incubator, the "figure-8"
roller coaster, and made patentable improvements on the electric car, the air brake, the electric streetcar, and electric train. His ideas paved the way for others to consider multiple communication modes of operation over wire and through the air. In 2006, Granville Woods was
inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame.
Funny note: some of us who are engineers today get asked what kind of trains we drive, to
which we're forced to confess that we're not that kind of engineer. Granville, on the other hand
was actually one of the few who professionally was both. You can read more about Granville
Woods in his short biography and on ThoughtCo.
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Side of Bacon
A little ham humor
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For Your Insight
Information you could use

Club meeting format

Monthly meeting help

Here’s the usual agenda for club meetings, at
the Orem City Council Chamber Room, 56 N
State St:

We’re grateful for the volunteers who help
with various tasks that make our club night
just that much more friendly and useful to
everybody. Monthly, we need help with

Talk-in frequency on the club repeaters
6:30 pm : Eyeball QSO
socialize / put faces with call signs
radio programmers available to help you
6:45 pm : Call the meeting to order
meeting lineup (agenda)
announcements / calendar / new hams
7:00 pm : Discussion / presentation
7:45 pm : Door prizes
7:55 pm : Dismiss and disassemble
8:00 pm : Club QSY to a local eatery

Something you’d like to see at the meetings?
Thanks to Heath Stevenson for making our
monthly meetings possible!

Test your knowledge

programming radios (thanks, Loren / Ralph!)
taking photos or videos during the meeting
(thanks, Joe!)
operating the talk-in radio
setting up tables and chairs (thanks, Heath!)

Lynx
Websites for your education and leisure
Ham radio equipment
Ham Radio Nets
Radio programming

76ers Group and UVARC Group pages
Utah Ham Radio Exam Schedule
Send your input to uvarcshack@gmail.com
General and Extra review (answers next page)

G4CØ2 : Which of the following could be a cause of interference covering a wide range of
frequencies?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Not using a balun or line isolator to feed balanced antennas
Lack of rectification of the transmitter’s signal in power conductors
Arcing at a poor electrical connection
Using a balun to feed an unbalanced antenna

E3CØ8 : What does the space weather term “G5” mean?
A.
B.
C.
D.
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An extreme geomagnetic storm
Very low solar activity
Moderate solar wind
Waning sunspot numbers
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Calendar
What’s happening
(times are Mountain Time)

Utah County Ham Exam Sessions

Club Meeting Calendar (6:30 pm)

BYU J. Reuben Clark Law School building

On YouTube Live, and Facebook Live
October 6
November 3*
December 1* January 5
February 2
March 2
April 6
May 4

Sign up at HamStudy.org/sessions
Sat 15 Oct, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Wed 19 Oct, 7:00 to 8:30 pm
Wed 16 Nov, 7:00 to 8:30 pm
Sat 19 Nov, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Sat 17 Dec, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Email uvhamtest@gmail.com for info

Provo One-day Technician Courses*
Third Saturday Monthly at 8:00 am
BYU Law School Bldg, First Floor
* September through April

2023 Orem Ham Radio Courses
Sign up at psclass.orem.org
Technician : Tue Jan 17, 24, 31, Feb 7
General : Mar 21, 28, Apr 4, 11
Extra: Jul 11, 18, 25, Aug 1, 8
Technician : Sep 19, 26, Oct 3, 10

†

Ham Radio Fair, Lindon Community Center

* At the Orem Friendship Center

Regular Nets
UVARC Ladies’ Net, Tue 7 pm, 146.780
DMR Utah Net, Wed 6 pm, TG 3149, CC 1
Utah 76’ers, Wed 7 pm, 146.760
UVARC HF Net, Wed 9 pm, 28.345 / 7.220
UVARC New Ham Net, Thu 7 pm, 146.780
CERT Ham Net, 2nd, 4th Thu 8:pm, 146.780
UVARC 2-meter SSB Net, Thu 9 pm, 144.234
Utah County 6-meter Net, Fri 8 pm, 50.140
Family History Net, Sat 8 pm, 146.780
UVARC Family Net, Sun 3:30 pm, 146.780
See a larger list of nets at noji.com/nets

Upcoming Contests

CQ Worldwide DX SSB

California QSO Party

6 pm Fri Oct 28 to 6 pm Sun Oct 30

10 am Sat Oct 1 to 4 pm Sun Oct 2

ARRL Sweepstakes SSB

State QSO Parties

2 pm Sat Nov 19 to 8 pm Sun Nov 20

Sat Oct 8 : NV, AZ, PA, SD

See a larger list at contestcalendar.com

Answers to Test your knowledge
G4CØ2 : C ( Arcing at a poor electrical connection )
E3CØ8 : A ( An extreme geomagnetic storm )
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Across the Pond
That is, the Utah Lake ‘pond’

Eagle Mountain ham radio activities
This is a list of amateur radio activities that are organized near Eagle Mountain, primarily by
Dave Becar KI6OSS. Unless otherwise noted, all these activities will be held at the Eagle Mountain City Hall, 1650 Stagecoach Run. Please contact Dave at dbecar@charter.net to register for
any of the classes or exams, for any additional information, or with questions in general.

Hands-on Class

Thu 03 November, 7 to 8 pm

Attention: Lindon Bishops’ Storehouse ERC Net
Up to now, the Lindon Bishops’ Storehouse ERC (Emergency Response Communications) of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has been holding their weekly VHF Net (“ERC Net”)
on the 147.020+ MHz (100.0 Hz tone) repeater each Tuesday night at 8:00 pm.
Not exclusively related to Eagle Mountain, the ERC Net is undergoing a change that will affect
many Utah County participants. Due to repeater land access issues, the Lindon ERC will be
holding their Tuesday night VHF nets at the same time, but on four linked repeaters instead of
the one. These repeaters are relocated so that different parts of Utah County can reach the
ERC Net with little difficulty. Here are the four new frequencies and their locations:
147.020+ MHz (103.5 Hz tone) = Redwood Road near the NSA building
446.750– MHz (100.0 Hz tone) = Saratoga Springs
448.875– MHz (100.0 Hz tone) = East Lehi
447.300– MHz (100.0 Hz tone) = Woodland Hills
Because these repeaters are linked, there will be a slight delay between signal drops, so when
operating one of them, press your PTT, then wait at least a second before speaking. You can
hear both the announcement and a usage training discussion here. This change is scheduled
to take effect by the beginning of October 2022, and is sponsored by the Lehi Amateur Radio
Club (not a conventional club.) If you’d like to contribute to their repeater work, send donations by PayPal through lehiarc@gmail.com

Ham Radio Nets
Eagle Mountain ECT Net
Sundays, 9 pm 145.230– MHz (131.8 Hz)
Eagle Mountain Chimney Rock Stake
Sundays 8:30 pm 446.500 (s)
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Eagle Mountain Central Stake
Saturday 8 pm 145.650 (s)

Vendors
For your convenience

Pockrus Joystick J-pole
$30, open-stub aluminum half-wave, dual-band J-pole antenna
$40, 6-meter dipole, $20 for the 220 MHz (1.25 m) antenna
by Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG (email omgantennas@gmail.com to order)
Half-wave performance, solid construction, weather-proof, low wind-load
Probably the best-performing outdoor antenna you can get for the price
Super-Elastic Signal Stick
$20, vertical quarter-wave flexible antenna
by Richard Bateman, KD7BBC, of SignalStuff (and maker of HamStudy)
Super-performing antenna for your HT (handheld transceiver)
Visit SignalStuff and select SMA-Male, SMA-Female, or BNC
Ham Radio Podcasts v1.50
by Trevor Holyoak, AG7GX (email android@holyoak.com)

Stream podcasts (such as 100 Watts and a Wire, Amateur Radio Newsline, ARRL Audio News, etc.) or download for later listening
For Android 4.1 and up (ad-free available for purchase)
Club Logo and Call Sign Embroidering
Want your call sign or name (or both!) embroidered on your shirt, your hoodie,
your duffle? Or how about a club patch with your call sign?
by Glenna Gardner, WE7SEW (glenna0354@gmail.com or text 801-592-2503)
Call sign or name = $5, Both = $8, UVARC patch = $5, Patch with call = $9
Portable Aluminum J-pole
$60, sectioned, open-stub aluminum half-wave, dual-band J-pole antenna
by Stan, KJ7BDV and Kent, N7EKF (email skantenna@yahoo.com for info or call 801-372-7260)
Complete antenna breaks down into a compact 2˝ x 6˝ x 12˝ package weighing only 3 lbs,
perfect for backpacking and portable work where you really need a good 2-meter antenna
HamBadgers
Amateur radio name badges and other products
$10, official UVARC ham radio name badge with the club logo
Visit Ham Badgers and select Ham Radio Clubs > Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club
Email Eric Palmatier at hambadgers@gmail.com or call 919-249-8704
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Where everybody knows your call sign
Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club
PO Box 1288
K7UVA
Phone/Text: 801-38-1865
Email: k7uva@arrl.net
Repeaters: 146.780–, 100.0
448.200–, 100.0 224.560–, 100.0
145.250-, 100.0 448.225-, 100.0
Newsletter input?
Email uvarcshack@gmail.com
Need help?
Email uvarcelmer@gmail.com

See all our newsletters on
uvarc.club

Our fearless leadership
Presidency
President........................... Noji Ratzlaff
Vice President ............... Chad Buttars
Secretary ........................ Caryn Alarcon
Activities .................. Michele Costello
Technology................ Trevor Holyoak

Board of Directors
Richard Bateman, KD7BBC
Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG
Aubrey Mikkelsen, K7GUM

Jeff McGrath, N1SC
Jody Dollar, K7BUX
Jeremy Giovannoni, K7TEH
Brad Kirk, AF7FP
Alma Perry, W1ZGY
Loren Chandler, WB1KE
James Brown, W7JHB
Harry English, AA1HE

Club Sponsor
Heath Stevenson
Orem City Emergency Manager

From all of us to you, 73

We are the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit (EIN 81-360-6416) Utah corporation that was organized in
an obscure Orem fire station on 02-05-2016 to provide amateur
radio enthusiasts in Utah County and surrounding areas a way
to gather and discuss all things ham. Our primary purposes are
to provide a local amateur radio resource, help new hams in
their new-found adventures, and to give more experienced
hams a reason to share their wealth of knowledge and wisdom
in a friendly atmosphere of fellowship. We’re an ARRL Affiliate
and work in cooperation with the Utah VHF Society, but are not
subsidiary to them, to ARRL, ARES, or any other organization,
although many of our members and leaders might also belong
to the same.
This newsletter is copyrighted and published by the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, and its purpose is to convey the tone
and temperament of the club, to inform and entertain its members, and to entice the rest. To join, go to uvarc.club/join, then
sign up at www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/ to stay informed.
For more information about our club or about amateur (ham)
radio in general, please email or text or call us.
More than just a club, we invite you to become part of a great
ham radio movement in Utah Valley

